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Let G be a finite group and let n be a natural integer. We define nG = (n, ICI) 
and L,(G) = {g E G 1 g” = I}. We shall write G E F, if IL,(G)] = nG. Frobenius 
conjectured that if G E F,, then L,(G) is a normal subgroup of G (or, in short, G is 
n-closed). A weaker conjecture of Frobenius states that if HE F, for every 
subgroup H of a finite group G (including G itself), then G is n-closed. This 
weaker conjecture is proved in this article for natural numbers n not divisible by 4. 
In fact, our result is more general than the weaker Frobenius conjecture 
Let G be a finite group and let n be a natural integer. We deline n, = 
(n, IGl> and 
L,(G)={gEGlg”=l}. 
We shall write G E ;T, if IL,(G)] = n,. Frobenius conjectured that if 
G E Y,, then L,(G) is a normal subgroup of G (or, in short, G is n-closed). 
This conjecture was considered in 15, 151. Parts of (5, 151 will be used in 
this article. 
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A weaker conjecture of Frobenius states that if H E;T, for every 
subgroup H of a finite group G (including G itself), then G is n-closed. This 
conjecture was proved by Ferguson provided that (n, 1 GI/n,) = 1 (in 161 if 
2)jn and in 171 if 2 1 n). In this paper we extend Ferguson’s result for 2jn [6] 
in two directions. First, we drop the assumption that (n, 1 GI/n,) = 1 and, 
second, we assume that G E & and H E $ for only those subgroups H of 
G which are of even order and have a nontrivial Fitting subgroup 
VW) f 1). 
Moreover, our result holds also for n = 2k, k odd. 
We prove, using the Unbalanced Group Theorem: 
THEOREM. Let G be a Jnite group and let n be an odd natural number. 
Suppose that G E fin and that H ESr, for every subgroup H of G of even 
order such that F(H) # 1. Then G is n-closed. 
COROLLARY. The theorem holds also for n = 2k, k odd. 
Thus the weaker-conjecture of Frobenius holds for n = k or 2k, k odd. 
PROOFS 
For every subset T of a group G and every natural number r we set 
L(T)= bETI x’ = 1). Elements of L,,(G) will be called n-elements of G. 
By z(G) and n(n) we shall denote the sets of primes dividing 1 GI and n, 
respectively. If p is a prime, a Sylow p-subgroup of G will be denoted by G,. 
The rest of our notation is standard and taken mainly from [91. 
Frobenius proved that 1 L,(G)1 is a positive integral multiple of no (see 
110, p. 1371). This theorem will be used in our proof, as well as the following 
three theorems. 
THEOREM 1 (Unbalanced Group Theorem, UGT). Let G be a finite 
simple group containing an involution t such that O(C,(t)) # 1. Then G is 
isomorphic to one of the following groups: A,, n odd; a Chevalley group of 
odd characteristic. 
THEOREM 2 (Zemlin). Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G and r 
a natural number. Then for every y E G, IL,(HyH)I is a multiple of 
rH = (I; IHI>. 
Proof See [15, p. 171. 
THEOREM 3 (Zemlin and Fenchel). Let G be a finite group and suppose 
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that G E ;“, for some natural number n. If r is an odd prime dividing 
(n, ( Gl/na), then G, is cyclic. 
Proof See the proofs of Theorem 5 in 151 or of Theorem 4.3 in [ 15 1. No 
inductive hypotheses were involved in the proofs. 
The next lemma will be used to reduce the proof of the theorem to simple 
groups. Its argument is due to Zemlin. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a finite group and n a divisor of 1 GI. Let H 4 G 
and set: IGI = mn, d= (n, IHI), n = n, d. Assume that IL,(G)/ = n. Then 
(L,,(G/H)( = n, and (L,(H)1 = d. 
Proof By a theorem of Frobenius we have that JL,,(G/H)( = kn,, k > 1. 
Let L,,(G/H) = {Si ( i= 1,2 ,..., kn,}. Choose yi, 1 < i( kn,, such that 
Si = y,H. Let h = IHI, then ~$1 E H so that (~$1)” = 1. But n, h = h, n, where 
h, = h/d. It follows that ($1)” = 1, consequently, ~$1 EL,(G) for all i, 
1 < i < kn,. If for i # j, ~$1 and $1 belong to the same left coset of H, then 
sp= SjhI. But S;l=Syl=l and (n,,h,)=l so that Si=Sj, a 
contradiction. Therefore, no two (yJhl’s belong to the same left coset of H 
and so there exist at least kn, distinct left cosets of H each containing 
elements of L,(G). Let H, = H, Hz ,..., H, be all the distinct left cosets of H 
such that L,(H,) # 0 (1 E L,(H)). Then 1 > kn, . Since H 4 G, every Hi is a 
double coset of the form HaH. By Theorem 2, (L,(H,)I = aid for some 
natural numbers a,. > 0. It follows that n = IL,(G)/ = cf=, IL,(H,)/ = 
dCf=,a,>dl>dn,k=nk. Thus, k= 1, l=n,k=n, and ai= 1 for all i, 
1 <i<n,. Hence, IL,,(G/H)I= kn, =nl and as aI = 1 we have that 
1 L,(H)1 = d. But L,(H) = L,(H) as d = (n, I HI). 
COROLLARY 5. Let G be a finite group and let n be a natural number. 
Suppose that G E s7-, and let H 4 G. Then H E Fn and G/H E ST,,, where 
n,=n/n,. 
Our last preliminary result is: 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a finite nonabelian simple group with an involution t 
such that C = Co(t) is n-closed for some odd natural n. Then one of the 
following holds: 
(0 n,= 1; or 
(ii) G 2: PSL(2, q), q odd; or 
(iii) G N A,,,, m > 7, m odd. 
Proof We shall assume that n, # 1 and prove that either (ii) or (iii) 
holds. Since Co(t) is n-closed, O(C,(t)) # 1. Therefore, by Theorem 1, either 
(iii) holds or G is a Chevalley group of odd characteristic (recall that 
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A, 1: PSL(2,5)). Hence we may assume that G is a Chevalley group of odd 
characteristic, p, over the field GF(q). 
If C is solvable, then by the Weak Unbalanced Group Theorem of 111 
either (ii) or (iii) holds. Thus assume that C is nonsolvable. Let P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G, then N,(P) = PH, where P n H = 1. By 113, 3 1 there exists 
a subgroup C, 5 C, such that C/C, is an abelian group of order dividing ) HI 
andC,=L,*L,*...*L,, a central product of groups satisfying one of the 
following: L, N SL(2, 3), or Lj N SL(2, 3) * SL(2,3), or L, is a quasisimple 
group with LJZ(L,) = zi a Chevalley group over the field GF(qj), j = 1,2 or 
3. As C is nonsolvable, C, is nontrivial. Suplj’ose that ncO# 1, and let 
r E +-,). Thus r E n(Lj) for some j, 1 < j < s. By Corollary 5, C, and Lj 
are n-closed, and since n is odd, it follows that Lj is quasisimple and 
L,(Lj) c_ Z(Lj). However, by 131, lzij = ILJZ(L,)( is divisible by (q* - 1)/4 
and IZ(L,)I divides q* - 1 for all i. Hence r divides (n, I Ljl/n,J and by 
Theorem 3 (Lj), is cyclic. Thus by [ 12, Theorems V.25.1 and V.25.31, the 
Schur multiplier M(zj) has a trivial Sylow r-subgroup, contradicting the fact 
that Z(Lj) is isomorphic to a subgroup of M@,). We conclude that ncO = 1 
and as n,# 1, it follows that n,# 1. Let rE n(n,). By 141, if G 74 3D4(q), 
then x((H)) c n(q* - 1) and since C, is nonsolvable, it follows that 
(q* - 1)/4 divides lz,i for some i, contradicting ncO= 1. Thus G N 3D4(q), in 
which case (HI = (q - l)(q3 - 1) and C, = SL(2, q) * SL(s, q3). It follows 
again that r(H) G z(CO), a final contradiction. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that II 1) GI. If U is a proper subgroup of G of even order 
with F(U) # 1, then clearly U satisfies the assumptions of the theorem and 
by induction U is n-closed. In particular, if t is an involution of G, t @ Z(G), 
then C,(t) is n-closed. 
Suppose that G is not simple and let N be a normal subgroup of G, N # 1, 
N # G. If U is a proper subgroup of N of even order with F(U) # 1, then 
U E &. Also N E ST, by Corollary 5. Hence, by induction, N is n-closed. 
Thus G contains a normal subgroup H # 1 with either L,(H) = 1 or 
L,(H) = H. By Corollary 5, G/HE ;T,,, where n’ = n/n”. Let A/H # 1 be a 
proper subgroup of even order of G/H. If 1 HI is odd, then F(A) # 1 and as 
IA ( is even, A is n-closed so that A/H E Xn, by Corollary 5. If H is even, let 
H, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. By the Frattini argument we have that A = 
NA(H2) H and so A/Hz NA(H2)/NH(H2). Now, NA(H2) is a proper subgroup 
of G of even order with a nontrivial Fitting subgroup, so NA(H2) is n-closed 
and since L,(H) = 1, A/H EST, by Corollary 5. Thus in both cases 
A/H E s”,, , and by induction G/H is n’-closed. If L,(H) = 1, then G/H is n- 
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closed and by Schur’s theorem G has a subgroup of order n, a contradiction. 
If L,(H) = H, then again G has a subgroup of order n’ IHI = n, 
contradicting our assumptions. We conclude that G is a simple group. 
Let t be an involution in G and assume that n, # 1, where C = C,(t). As 
C is n-closed (by induction), Lemma 6 implies that either G 1: A,, m odd, 
m~lorG-PSL(2,q),qodd,q~5.SupposethatG-A,,m~l,modd. 
Then ((123)) x B is an n-closed subgroup, by assumption, where B N A,-, . 
Hence A,-, is n-closed and as 2kn and m - 3 > 4 we get that n, = 1. As 
m - 1 is even, (m - 1)/2 divides /A,-, 1 and therefore n divides m(m - 2). 
By Sylow’s theorem 1 rr(n)l > 2, whence n = m(m - 2) with m, m - 2 prime 
numbers. But then L,(G) contains all m-cycles (m is odd) and a 
contradiction follows from 
IL,(G)1 > (m - I)! > m(m - 2) = n. 
Suppose now that G N PSL(2, q), q = pm, p an odd prime and let U and V 
be subgroups of G of order (q - I)/2 and (q -f 1)/2, respectively. Set u = nU 
and u = +. The number of n-elements can be computed from the character 
table of PSL(2, q) (e.g., see [ 141). Ifp 1 n, then since G, is of exponent p, we 
get 
lL,(Gl 2 1 + (q* - 1) + (u - 1) dq + I)/2 t (u - 1) dq - 1)/z 
=uq(q+1)/2+uq(q-1)/2>uvq>n. 
If ptn, then 
(L,(G)/ > 1 t (u - 1) q(q t 1)/2 + (V - 1) q(q - 1)/2 > uu = n. 
This contradicts the fact that G E St,. We have shown that n, = 1 for every 
involution c E G. 
Let L: be the set of all proper subgroups of G of even order having a 
nontrivial Fitting sugroup. Let Z* be the set of all maximal elements of Z 
and fix an ME Z*. We wish to show that nM = 1. Suppose that n,,, # 1, 
whence 1 # M, E L,,(M) 4 M and I M, I = nM. Let t E M be an involution 
and let C = C,(t). As shown above n c = 1, and consequently t acts fixed 
point freely on M, and therefore M,, is abelian (see 19, p. 3361). It follows 
that if r E n(n), then the unique Sylow r-subgroup of M,, M,,,, is normal in 
M and as M E Z* we get M = N&4,,,). Let .?r, = s(n,) n n(lMl/n,) and let 
n, = n(nM) - 71,. If rE7c2, thenM,,, = M, and, consequently, M, = G, , M = 
N,(G,). If r E 7ci, then as M E F” and n is odd, it follows by Theorem 3 that 
M,, and hence M,,,, are cyclic. But then M,,, is characteristic in M, and so 
N,(M,) s M. In particular, we have again M, = G,. Suppose that for some 
r E z(nM), Qd(r) is involved in G (see 181 for a definition of Qd(r)). Then 
SL(2, r) is involved in G, so that G has proper subgroups L, K, L cl K such 
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that K/L N SL(2, r). If L = 1, then an involution, t, in Z(K) would be 
centralized by an r-element of K. As r E n(n) this contradicts the fact that 
n, = 1 for C = C,(t). Hence L # 1, so that K = LNJL,), where L, is a 
Sylow q-subgroup of L, q E n(L). As )K/L) is even, so is N = NK(LQ) and 
therefore N is n-closed. It follows tht N,, = L,(N) is an abelian normal 
subgroup of N of odd order. Thus N,, EL and rl (n, IN//n,). Hence, N,,,, the 
Sylow r-subgroup of N,,, is a normal nontrivial cyclic r-subgroup of N. As 
N2 is nonabelian, some involution in N centralizes N,,,, a contradiction. We 
conclude that Qd(r) is not involved in G for any r E r(nM). 
Let 1 # W= M, I? Mf-’ for some I E n(nM) and g E G. Then 
W, Wg c M, = G, and by Theorem B of [8 1, g = cn, where c E C,(W) c 
NJW) and m E N,(Z(J(M,)). We claim that g E M. As M, is abelian, 
Z(J(M,)) = M, and as shown above m E N,(M,) 5 M. Thus it suffices to 
show that NJIV) EM in order to conclude that g E M. If t E M is an 
involution, then t inverts each element of M, . If r E n2, then M,,, = M, and 
t E NG(w>. Thus N&IV) E Z. If r E Z, , then M, is cyclic and by [ 1 I, 
Lemma 2. I 1, we get 
Since t E N&M,,,) - CG(Mn,r), it follows that NG(w) is of even order, and 
again N&V) E Z. Thus for each r E n(n,), N,(IV) c M* for some 
M* E C*. Let Mz = L,(M*). As M, is abelian, clearly M, G NG( W) c M*. 
It follows that M,,, = M& and M* = N,(M$) = N,(M,,,) = M. Hence 
N&IV) CM and we have shown that g E M. Consequently M,,, n M8,,, = 1 
for each r E $n,,,) and each g 6$ M. As M, is abelian, it follows that 
M,, nM; = 1 for each g @ M. Since M= N,(M,), we get n > ) G : MI 
h- 1) 
IGIG* ]M:M,)(n-1)<2\M:M,jn. 
However, n IM : M,( = n IM//(n, IMI) divides (Cl, since both n and /MI 
divide (GI. Therefore (G( = n (M : M,( and M, = G,. Since no involution in 
M centralizes an element of M,, M,M, is Frobenius group with M, a 
Frobenius complement. Therefore M, is either cyclic or generalized 
quaternion group [9, p. 3391, contradicting the simplicity of G [9, pp. 257 
and 3733. We have shown, thus, that n,,,. = 1 for all ME z* and conse- 
quently nM = 1 for all ME C. Let t be an involution of G and let x be an n- 
element of G, x # 1. If for some distinct conjugates r” and tb of t in G the 
equality C,(x) ta = C,(x) 6’ holds, then y = t”tb E C,(x) and y # 1. Then 
x E NJ(y)) and also ta E N,((y)). But this implies that N = N,J(y)) E Z 
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and nN # 1, a contradiction. Thus C,(x) tn # C,(x) tb and C,(x) has at least 
1 G : C,(t)1 distinct right cosets in G. It follows that ( G : C,(t)/ < ( G : C,(x)l. 
Since n, = 1 for C = C,(t), we get 
n ,< IG : C&l ,< IG : C&I < IL(G>l 
because, in addition to the conjugates of x, L,(G) contains the identity 
element. This final contradiction, M < n, completes the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY 
Without loss of generality we may assume tht k divides 1 G I. If I G I is odd, 
then G is k-closed by the theorem. So assume that G is of even order. Then 
ILZJG)I = 2k and JL,(G)J < IL,,(G)/. It follows by Frobenius’s theorem that 
IL,(G)1 = k an d similarly (L,(iY)I = k, for every subgroup H of G of even 
order such that F(H) # 1. Thus G satisfies the assumptions of the theorem 
with respect to k, and consequently G is k-closed. It follows that G has a 
subgroup of order 2k and since G E 3&, we conclude that G is 2k-closed, as 
required. 
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